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EDITORIAL

Are we making a difference? Ever since Ivan Illich
questioned the effectiveness of schools, hospitals, and
institutions in general, we have been engaged ourselves in
this soul searching question. It is has a seductive appeal for
policy-makers because it is about value-for-money and
return on investment, legitimising a tougher leaner approach
to outcomes. ‘Trust me I am a doctor/teacher/youth worker’
has, as Sarah Hargreaves reminds us, lost conviction. Soft
notions of trust have given way to the hard lexicon of targets,
indicators, benchmarking, performance management and
accountability. 

It would be easy for development education to turn a deaf
ear to all this. The input-output model is difficult to apply
and the quick fix mentality is alien to a concept of capacity
building. Nonetheless, as all the papers in this volume
illustrate, the attempt to get to grips with the issues is not
only politically wise but intrinsically educational. 

A useful starting point, as Shehnaaz Kanji suggests, is
with terminology, the choice of which is in itself a political

exercise. It is about staking out the ground and values for
yourself, making language and its application your own.
Demystification of evaluation language is a launchpad for
dismantling barriers between policy makers, researchers and
practitioners. What, for example, do we understand by
‘effectiveness’? Bob Hirst defines this in terms of meeting
organisational goals. It is a formulation which, without
sensitive exploration, may conceal more than it reveals.
What are those goals? To whom do they belong? Where did
they come from? 

Addressing these questions and engaging people in the
debate begins to open up the big questions – valuing
diversity, living with contradiction, coming to terms with
differences of perspective, celebrating varying life
experiences. These are the recurrent themes that run through
this collection of papers. In a development education context
organisational goals dare not be oversimplified, legislated or
static. We must learn something from the increasing exodus
of teachers from the profession and the disaffection of so
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many young people with goals and targets in which they
have no emotional investment. 

Taking ownership of language opens up new possibilities
for the key stakeholders to define for themselves their
criteria, their indicators, their ‘careabouts’. If performance is
to be judged by effectiveness criteria these have to be rooted
in what is important to people, what they care deeply about.
They have a vital part to play in the creation of the criteria
on which they are to be judged not only because
measurement will then be more effective and relevant but
because it gives them a greater stake in making it happen.
When there are opportunities for people to make sense of
goals and criteria of effectiveness, evaluation becomes less
of an external imposition, less likely to be seen as a tiresome
extra. It becomes, as Jane Mace suggests, built-in rather than
bolt on. It begins to suffuse the way people think and behave. 

Opening up the secret gardens of evaluation also exposes
its political character. It is, as its name suggests, never value-
free. It is underwritten by moral commitment – ethical
trading, human rights and the array of issues set out in
Aileen McKenzie’s paper. Evaluation seeks to influence
policy. It is a part of the process of social change, says Ann
McCollum. It is a subjective as well as an objective exercise,
qualitative as well as quantitative, individual as well as
organisational. It is about telling stories and assembling
these accounts into ‘the big story’. It is concerned with the
extent to which global citizenship – a deeply value laden
concept – is realised in practice – a deeply value laden
process. It is, says Graham Pike, about ‘doing’ not just being
or knowing. 

The authors of these papers are alive to the problematic
nature of what they propose. There is a growing gap between
what is and what ought to be. The uneasy relationship
between globalisation and global citizenship is explored by
Graham Pike, highlighting the tensions between national
loyalties and global accountability, between conflict and
consensus, between tribal and inter-nation identity. Data
from the Oxfam Report (reviewed by Michael Hopkinson)
provide an important backdrop to these papers, a sobering
reminder of the accelerating inequities between the small
group of super ‘haves’ and the growing group of ‘have nots’.
A dozen or so rich individuals possess more wealth than the
entire African continent, writes Manuel Castells in his
devastating trilogy on informational capitalism. It is the
alliance between knowledge and economic power that
sources new wealth and new poverty. 

Is this something that school curriculum cares about? To
what extent is citizenship learned about in a global context?
Practised in a global context? To what extent do our
educational institutions encourage and practise a respecting
and valuing of diversity, a willingness to act to make the
world more equitable? Without some conspicuous and
consistent modelling by adults it seems a futile pursuit. It
seems a futile pursuit when powerful world leaders exhibit a
callous disregard for societies beyond their ideological and
geographical borders. It seems a futile pursuit when elections

are fought on the battleground of prejudice and fear. When
television promotes the new gospel of individual greed.

There is a further problematic, long recognised by
development educators. They have an acute understanding of
the power of place. They understand why context matters.
They know from first hand the dangers of cherry picking, a
favourite ploy of policy makers in search of a quick fix.
There is ample, and sometimes devastating, evidence of
grafting and transplanting without attention to the cultural
conditions which promote or inhibit growth. Without the
ability to learn from other countries, however, development
education would have no rationale, no effect. But learning
from others entails looking beneath the surface of that
‘good’ practice. It requires a continuing testing of its
applicability and viability in the new context. 

This means, as Ruth Jolly suggests, having ‘light
manageable tools’, tools which are accessible, user-friendly,
able to be integrated into day-to-day practice. Your strategy
document may be used as a tool – ‘an aide mémoire owned
by your entire organisation’ says Bob Hirst. The more staff,
volunteers and others are involved in development of the
strategy, he counsels, the more they are likely to see it as a
tool which they can use. Eve Billingham suggests another
potentially user-friendly tool – benchmarking. Imposed by
authorities it may be threatening and disempowering.
Deskilling comes on the coattails of inappropriate
comparison and being exhorted by others’ ‘good practice’.
But people can learn to benchmark for themselves. It is an
intuitive ‘hard-wired’ human instinct but one that needs to
channelled productively. 

Veronica Mackay provides some simple but penetrating
observational strategies – notice what’s happening, think
about it, work out ways of improving. In Eve Billingham’s
reviews of the field she cites the Scottish Executive’s trilogy
of questions – ‘How are we doing?’ ‘How do we know?’
‘What are we going to do now?’ Couched in such terms
evaluation begins to lose its mystique. 

Ultimately it is about learning, personal, team and
organisational. When we address Ruth Jolly’s question ‘What
is learning?’, we can identify characteristics of individual
learning which may also be applied at organisational level –
inquiry, critical reflection, self knowledge, mental models,
distributed intelligence, feedback, risk-taking, metacognition,
learning about learning. These are all principles to be
observed at the level of the organisation as a whole. They are
a challenging set of criteria for evaluating the effectiveness
of development education. 
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